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A summary of her message about Belgian literature / literature in Belgium / personal readings  
(sorry for her so personal style!). 

 

Belgian contemporary literature is more complex than you think. 

Surrealism belongs to the past and Belgian surrealism produces now only rare exceptions.  

Belgian literature is written in French or in Flemish:  no one writes in both languages but a lot 
of writers have family roots on both sides of the border. Brussel (Brussels-Capital region) is a 
bilingual zone: at all levels of governance, Flemish- and French-speakers are represented but 
political bilingualism is very different from the bilingualism practised or not by the local 
population, often a little more complex. 

About settlements: the subject provided the title of a famous TV program, « Tout ça ne nous 
rendra pas le Congo », specialized in offbeat reports “in the Belgian way”. But the subject is 
rarely approached. An exception : Congo, une histoire by David Van Reybrouck. 
Xavier Hanotte is a Belgian (contemporary) writer, emblem of the improbable Belgian 
melting pot. Manière noire, De secrètes injustices, Derrière la colline are written in very 
classical French but are anchored in Belgium of today and of yesterday (the Great War). He is 
also a translator from Flemish and English. He translated for example Hubert Lampo, Retour 
en Atlantide; he also translated the English poet Wilfred Owen . 

Usually expected Belgian writers are Amélie Nothomb (Belgian with peculiarity), Gelluck  
(conventional "Belgian” impertinence) Schuiten (flamboyant…), but Éric-Emmanuel 
Schmitt is Belgian by elective affinity and by ‘progressive sliding’: Les Perroquets de la 
place d'Arezzo (2013) surprises with a true Belgian tone. 

Every two years lots of confirmed or novice Belgian authors are selected for the Literary 
Award of the Libraries, but it’s impossible to detect in what “This is Belgian” (“C’est du 
belge!” is the title of a famous TV programm on the French-speaking Belgian television 
RTBF which tells about Belgian celebrities). Geographical implanting or "local colour” or 
even folklore? Judge for yourself with the last two prize-winners: Nicole Roland, Les 
veilleurs de chagrin (post-war years in Kosovo) and Vincent Engel, La Peur du Paradis 
(Romeo and Juliet soon after the Great War).  

Jacques De Decker (Permanent Secretary of the royal academy of French-speaking language 
and literature in Belgium) would be more appropriate to tell about Belgian literature: in the 
library he presents « Les Coups de midi des Riches Claires », celebrating all the French-
speaking Belgian authors once a month since 1998. 

But in the library the interest in literature is wider: collections in foreign languages, Europalia 
(http://www.europalia.eu), events about British literature, in 2014 « Lire 14-18 » about the 
Great War… 

 

Among my personal readings: Scandinavian crime novel on which there is not anymore 
much to say. The opportunity of travelling for work to Scandinavian capitals was a way to put 
real images on those fascinating fictions. 

But some more impressive readings: Sofi Oksanen with Purge and Les Vaches de Staline 
(hyperrealistic painting of the post-communist world, collapses of emotional and geographical 
borders). A widely ignored universe by those who were on this side of the Iron Curtain 
yesterday as well as today.  



Some lucky coincidences: Le Club des incorrigibles optimistes and La vie rêvée d'Ernesto G. 
by Jean-Michel Guenassia, about the Diaspora of political emigrants from the East of 
Europe. The communist Russian and the anti-Stalinist Hungarian (or Romanian) of the sixties 
or seventies, this is really resonating with me! And even more the propensity of Guenassia’s 
heroes – and even the secondary characters – to become – to be – cosmopolitan, a term that 
“designates” no border meanwhile questioning about “roots”.  

When you live in a city called, according to the three national languages and our Constitution: 
Bruxelles, Brussel (in Flemish), Brüssel (in German – our country is trilingual not bilingual) 
and Brüsel in Schuiten’s imagination; a city which is also capital of Europe and melting pot of 
all the diasporae of the world, the questions of roots and identity sometimes take a look of 
abstract mosaic! 

To conclude, this thought: the Americans say: “I am American, from Richmond, Virginie”. 
Shall we say one day: “I am European, from Brussel, Belgium” or “I am European, from 
Strasbourg, France”? Tomorrow is probably too early, but the day after tomorrow maybe? 

Literature crosses borders for a long time… 
 


